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Dynasty

Dynasty is a combination training center, built in 43E shortly after the creation of Port Jiyuu, designed to
cater to combat training and high versatility courses for aspiring experts and veterans of live combat.
This extends to the general populace for health and wellness as well as personal defense and life style
coaching. The facility houses fully functional hardlight training courses, combat capable training
synthetics and live fire ranges with programable difficulties and customizable challenges, as well as VR
courses. The facilities are open seven days a week with varying hours based on location and staffing.
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About Dynasty

Dynasty dojo was originally founded by two ex-mercenary operatives looking to get out of the business
and settle into a more comfortable and stable profession. First conceptualized by eventual CEO Wu Sun
Kwon and his partner Davis O'Connel, Dynasty was eventually funded with financial backing by their
former squad mate Yjmir Skaen and the funds saved from the various contracts fulfilled via PMC and
Security work. The facility itself was primarily envisioned to cater to veterans, active members of military
and security personal but eventually this broadened to the wider public after initial profit projections
deemed it unstable. At current Dynasty Dojo serves as a for profit recreation and health center for any
and all who are willing to pay the entrance fee or submit proof of active military service.

Before initial founding, Future CEO Wu Sun Kwon made a bet with Davis O'Connel that if they both
survived fifteen years in active mercenary work then they would split the savings and use the money to
found a business of their choosing and go into business together. Eventually this proved to be a reality
and the duo found themselves free of their respectives contracts and with a few connections to boot. The
soon to be completed Port Jiyuu proved to be an ideal starting point as the station soon to be complete
status meant they would have a leg up on competition and allow themselves to cement a reputation
among the population. With financial support from a still active mercenary contact Yjmir Skaen, the two
were able to get the money needed to complete the initial purchase as well as fulfil any permit, license or
regulatory checks needed to enter into business without any undo hassle.

Logo

Motto

“The Pursuit of Perfection is Always the Goal.”

General Information

[Dynasty]
CEO Wu Sun Kwon

Faction Yamatai
Product Symbol [D]
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Headquarters

The public office of CEO Wu Sun Kwon and Dynasty Dojo are located in the Blue Sector of Port Jiyuu.
Located in a quieter section of the sector, Dynasty's day to day operations are seen to by a team of
managers and staffers who hold various shifts to facilitate the around the clock service that the dojo
provides. The day manager is Davis O'Connel, founder and part-owner of Dyansty with the other head
management positions being given to Maria Hernandez, Marcel Brown, Takamoto-no-Yoshimaru, and
Yjmir Skaen who also holds partial ownership as per the financial backing agreement. The building itself
serves as both headquarters and main facility several smaller linked facilities added post opening to
allow for a wider range of services and storage.

Facilities

Dyanasty Dojo has one main facility with an attached office building for managerial tasks.

Structure

The main facility is managed primarily by Davis O'Connel and encompasses the live fire range, the gym,
the practice floor, the dueling field, and the track.

Maria Hernandez manages the practice floor which comprises primarily exercise equipment, private work
out rooms, a hardlight court, and weight training areas.

Marcel Brown manages the track, which is set to what is described as competitive professional standards
of athleticism.

Takamoto-no-Yoshimaru manages the live fire range and all functions of day to day operation.

Yjmir Skaen manages the dueling field and instruction of the dojo's many in person CQC and melee
combat training courses.

Products

At the moment Dyansty Dojo does not sell its own brand of custom health products, instead providing
trusted name brands to members at discount.

Current Products and Projects

The Dynasty Brand Work-Out Gear is the only currently available product directly provided by the gym to
those of their membership program.
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Past Products and Projects

N/A.

OOC Information

This page was created by yjmir on 12, 14 2022 at 19:33 using the Business Template.

[Insert any OOC notes here]
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